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Abstract
Direct Digital Color Proofing (DDCP) significantly improves quality controlwhen compared
to traditional analog systems. This thesis project investigated the accuracy of a DDCP. In
addition, the advantages of the digital proofing process versus traditional analog systems are
discussed.
The major advantages ofDDCP are that it is less expensive and less time consuming than tra
ditional analog proofing methods. Direct digital color proofs are not widely accepted by the
graphic arts industry. The reason for part of this problem is that in the past midrange digital
proofers have not been accurately calibrated to SWOP specifications. In this project, the
author tested to see how well two different midrange proofers could be calibrated to meet
SWOP specifications.
Two midrange digital proofers were used to demonstrate how accurately the proofs can match
the press sheet. After calibrating the proofer to match the press sheet as closely as possible two
experiments were conducted. The first was an objective test which required solid ink density
readings to be measured, calculations performed and the results plotted on the GATF color
hexagon. The plots of the press sheet, 3M rainbow proof and the Tektronix Phaser 300 were
analyzed to see how well they aligned.
The second experiment was subjective. This experiment entailed designing a survey form,
enlisting the cooperation of industry experts to participate in the survey. The experts were
asked to visually analyze the proofs and determine whether or not they could serve a useful
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purpose. Their comments were recorded on a survey questionnaire and finally, the
results were
analyzed.
The results from this thesis project will serve to inform potential users ofDDCP the level of
quality they can expect from a mid-range digital proofer.
Chapter One
Introduction
The introduction ofmany new proofing devices has brought about a debate as to which dig
ital proofers can be used in place of the traditional analog systems and how effective they actu
ally are when utilized as contract proofs. "When the color proof is made from halftone films,
it is called an analogproof Direct Digital Color Proofs are made from digital files without
using
films.2
Proofing is an integral part of the printing process, it shows the buyer how the
printed press sheet will appear. A proof is used to check typesetting, sizing, page position,
color separations, artwork and printing conditions. The proofalso serves the purpose ofassist
ing the press operator by providing a visual guide for the purpose ofadjusting the ink on press
to match the proof. The current trend in printing is to replace traditional analog proofing
with digital proofing. Color proofers are replacing the traditional black and white laser print
ers which have been used for identifying mechanical errors during the early stages of the
design and prepress process3. After the proofhas been approved it serves as a contract between
the buyer and the seller. When the final product does not accurately represent what was
shown in the proof, the
buyers'
commitments in the contract may be in jeopardy. Analog
proofs are costly to produce and the seller needs
to find a less expensive way ofproviding this
service. The digital proof could be the solution to this problem since it offers better repeata
bility at a lower cost than the analog proof the analog proof is not as consistent from one
proof to the next due to fluctuations in chemistry and exposure, register problems, or opera
tor
errors4 Before the digital proof can be used for contract purposes it must be accepted by
the print buyers, trade houses and the printers.
The Statement of the Problem
Increased growth in the color printing market is making color available at lower prices. As
this occurs, more midrange digital color proofers are being made available to electronic pub
lishing markets. The market is being flooded with models claiming to replace traditional ana
log proofing systems. Analog systems have had problems with matching the color space of the
printing press. Digital systems have the potential to do so in that they can closely replicate the
press^. For this thesis project the author has calibrated two different types of DDCP's to
match a press sheet, then the results were evaluated by using both subjective and objective
evaluation.
Background
The color proof has gained a position of prominence as the most important quality control
tool in the graphic arts.6 In the past continuous tone (CT) digital systems have been used to
detect accuracy of design and job mechanics. Due to the emergence of color desktop pub
lishing (CDTP) color proofs are being used throughout the entire process startingwith design
and layout and they have the potential to be utilized as contract proofs. Digital color has
worked its way into design, page layout, image assembly and color prepress. The market for
digital proofing is being driven by Desktop Publishing (DTP)7. This emergence is the result
of the increased use of digital files. After a person is provided with a digital file they need to
make a proof in order to see what is in the file, since on many occasions, a digital file is pro
vided without a proof. There are several types of proofs that are used throughout the produc
tion cycle and they can be divided into two
general categories. The first is the on-press proof
and the other is the off-press proofwhich can be further divided into the sub categories: ana
log and digital.
On-pressAnalog Proofs
The press proof is used to determine the appearance of the printed sheet and should contain
elements that will demonstrate the effects ofdot gain, press speed, paper, ink, color space, and
screen type8. Traditionally, the on-press proof is themost reliable type ofproofbut it is expen
sive and time consuming. The on-press proof requires separations and plates to be made, this
is a very expensive and labor intensive process. A major problem with on-press proofs is the
final press sheet is not always printed using the same press and inks that are used when mak
ing the proof. The plate, blanket, cylinder packing, water balance and the age of the press will
have an impact on the appearance of the proof, therefore; the same press should be used for
both printing and proofing. This is not always feasible as the press will be used for the pro
duction of jobs that have already been sold.
Off-PressAnalog Proofs
Off-press-analog proofs offer the ability to provide a proofwithout having to make plates. The
two categories of off-press proofs are analog and digital. The analog proofing systems make
proofs with the same films that are used when making the plates. Press proofs take approxi
mately thirty minutes to make. Digital proofs are made from digital files and they take
approximately fiveminutes to make. Digital proofing devices range from low-end color print
ers to high-end half-tone systems. Finally, there is the soft proofwhich is displayed on a com
puter monitor.
The proof should show if there will be any problems with printing the image on press and if
in fact the colors are capable of being accurately reproduced. The contract proof is used as a
contractual agreement between the buyer and seller. If the contract proof is an analog proof
then it is made from the production films that will make the plates. The DDCP does not
require film separations to be made. The process colors, type and layout of the contract proof
are what the buyer expects from the printed press sheet. If the press sheet does not match the
contract proof for color then the buyer has the right to reject the job. This could cause a con
siderable financial loss to the seller. When proofs are categorized according to their purpose
there are three general categories: Contract Proof, Pre-Proof, and Position Proof. The pre-
proof is made prior to making the film separations which will be used for making an analog
proof. The pre-proof is used to detect problems that need to be corrected before making a
much more costly analog proof, it displays accuracy of layout and effectiveness ofdesign. The
position proof is made after the job has been stripped.9 It is quite evident that there are many
types ofproofs produced throughout the production process from the initial design concept
to the proofmade from the film separations prior to printing on press. Since the current trend
in printing is to replace traditional analog proofing with digital proofing, the author has
decided to concentrate the study on calibrating the color of the DDCP to the printed press
sheet for contract purposes.
Digital vs. Analog
One advantage of a digital proof versus an analog proof is it allows for last minute copy
changes. There is no need to make film separations, it allows for higher productivity at a lower
cost. The digital proof has a lower cost because there is less manual labor than with analog
proofing. Analog proofing requires human resources to produce the proofs and each proofcan
differ due to register problems, operator error, variations in chemistry and exposure. Digital
proofing allows
the user to send many of the same proofs to the proofing device electronical
ly. This provides for consistency and reliability all the proofs will look the same and the reg
istration will be accurate.10 The digital proofer can also provide a much more accurate color
space than the analog
proof.11 The digital proofer provides the user with the ability to manip
ulate data. Data can be altered to simulate printing characteristics such as dot gain, ink trap
and print characteristic curve for a particular press. For example, the software based digital
proofer is more flexible in adjusting the color space than the analog system. In addition, dot
gain that varies among colors can be easily compensated for with digital proofing software.
Another advantage of the digital proofer is that it is a natural part of the work flow. Where
the analog off-line proofing system interrupts the natural work flow ofdigital production, the
DDCP functions as part of the natural process.With digital proofing a single proofing device
can provide both low and high resolution output depending on the need. Ink trap simulation
is not possible with laminate and overlay proofing but software is being developed to simu
late ink trapping on the digital
proofer.12 Environmental factors are a concern in the printing
industry. Traditional analog systems require chemicals which are not necessary to produce a
digital proof. In addition to being used for printing, digital proofers can be used for short run
color. The potential for short run color with digital proofing exists as the color space and
speed, and RIP technology
improve.13 Finally, the low cost of the digital proof as compared
to the analog proofmakes it possible to provide a color proofmuch earlier in the production
process.14
Disadvantages ofDigital Proofing
Printers have not widely accepted digital proofs, they prefer halftone dots. This is due to the
fact that they are familiar with analog proofs and
use dots to control the printing
process.15
It is extremely difficult to provide an
accurate analog proof for stochastic screening because of
the great number and small size of stochastic dots. Charles Hogg, Senior Writer for Scitex
America Corporation, explains the difference between analog and digital proofs as follows:
The materials used in making analog proofs (laminates, toners, and inks) are
"engineered"
to accommodate the tone reproduction curves of conventional
halftone screens. Stochastic separations, because of the large amount of dot
gain they generate (i.e., more dots, more surface area, more gain), contain
more information than these materials can reproduce. Hence, when analog
proofs are used on a stochastic job, two sets of film may be required. One set
is generated for proofs, the other for printing; to produce equivalent results,
these two sets require entirely different tone reproduction curves. Correlating
proofwith print, therefore, takes considerable effort and experience.
Digital proofing, in contrast, requires no such duplication. The technology
built into most digital proofing systems allows users to manipulate the digital
data, which makes correlating proof and press sheet much
easier.16
Ifdigital proofs are made before film outputs they don't show the defects thatmight be on the
film such as dirt and scratch marks. In addition, when different RIPS for the films and the
digital proofer are used, color shifts and moire patterns may not be evident in the
proof.17 If
the file is altered after the proof and before films are made the press sheet won't resemble the
proof. Even though the digital proof has some drawbacks, the advantages far outweigh them.
Types ofDigital Proofing Systems
Digital proofers vary on their ability to accurately represent photographic images, type and
line art. The digital proofing market can be broken down into three categories, High-end,
mid-range and low-end. The high-end digital proofers range from $160,000 to $180,000 in
price and they produce halftone proofs. The mid-range proofers range from $18,000 to
$50,000 and these are continuous-tone ink jet, and dye-sublimation proofers. mid-range
proofers produce continuous-tone proofs. The low-end printers are dot-matrix, color laser,
and low-end ink jet. Low-end printers are targeted to the business segment of the market and
are acceptable for
presentations.18
They range between $500 and $ 10,000.
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Present Significance
Quality color proofing is essential to the printing process. The availability of low cost color
proofers has made it possible to save money. Even though in some cases the hardware costs of
DDCP'S are higher than analog, the user incurs no substantial ongoing costs proofs are
often made on regular paper stocks and there is no need to produce a set of color separations
before proofing. The present significance of this problem is that at this time non-halftone
DDCP's don't meet SWOP 1993 specifications. SWOP board members maintain that
DDCP technology has not proved to be
reliable.20 In order to utilize DDCP special arrange
ments must be made between the publisher, advertiser and printer. Application data sheets
must be obtained from the manufacturer of the proofing system. The application data sheet
will provide the manufacturer's recommendations regarding density, dot gain, color sequence,
colorants, and substrate to provide the best match to SWOP press proofs.21 The trend for
printing is moving towards computer-to-plate (CTP). CTP consists of an all digital work
flow from prepress to the final printed product. The benefits ofCTP range from savings in
consumables and labor costs to productivity gains from the elimination of intermediate pro
duction steps.22 In order to retain cost savings CTP requires digital proofing.
The visual aspect of a good proof requires accurate tone reproduction, memory colors, gray
balance, lack of color cast, and a demonstration that there will be no defects. Accurate tone
reproduction occurs when the tones in the reproduction are the same as those in the original.
Memory colors are those that we refer to such as apple red and green grass. Accurate gray bal
ance occurs when the neutrals of the original are reproduced as the neutrals in the reproduc
tion.23 Lack of color cast is necessary to an acceptable reproduction since a shift of colors to
another hue is not desirable. Finally, defects such as moire and scratches should not be creat
ed by the proofing process. DDCP has the potential to be used as a tool for producing con
tract proofs at a lower cost than the traditional analog proof.
Reasons For Interest
This author was interested in determining the accuracy of a midrange digital proofer and to
determine if proofs from a midrange digital proofer can be used for contract purposes. The
trend is moving away from analog proofing systems towards digital proofing. The author feels
that the market for mid-range proofing systems will continue to grow. It is possible to pur
chase a system but the knowledge of how effective such a system would be in place of tradi
tional systems is not clear at this time. As printing systems move towards a more digital world,
digital proofers are a natural part of the evolution process. Digital proofers will be part of the
entire production system. In addition, digital proofs are a natural part of the work flow for
direct-to-plate, multimedia, on-line databases, CD-ROM and photo CD. The author had
the desire to learn if the DDCP is capable of providing quality, reliability, repeatability and
efficiency by attempting to calibrate the digital proof to the printed press sheet. The proof is
a critical quality check between the prepress and printing process. If the proofdoes not accu
rately simulate the characteristics of the press, the press will not be able to print an image that
looks like the proof. It is imperative that the person making the proof has the ability to com
municate with both the printer and the prepress department in order to provide a proof that
can be used for contract purposes. The author feels that as digital proofers become more wide
ly accepted as a low costway ofproviding a proof for contract purposes there will be a demand
for the knowledge of how to properly calibrate the digital proofer to the press sheet.
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Bases of the Study
Calibrating a Direct Digital Color Proofer
Just like any other type of proofing system the DDCP has to be calibrated. Accuracy of the
color proof must be controllable. The method used to make the color proof must be consis
tent and controllable.24 The steps that need to be taken in order to calibrate the proof to the
press sheet are as follows.
1 . Using a densitometer, measure the proof and the press sheet
2. Plot results on a GATF color Hexagon
3. Compare results
4. Adjust proofer to match the press sheet
When the color space of the proofer matches that of the press sheet, the proofer should be
correctly
calibrated.25
Color Analysis, an ObjectiveApproach
The reflection densitometer is used to measure solid ink density. These measurements can
then be used to make calculations and plot the GATF color hexagon.
The GATF hexagon is a visual tool that demonstrates hue and saturation, it can be used to
show color differences between the proof and the press sheet when both are plotted on the
same graph. It is also useful in detecting differences in the hues of two color overprints. On
the GATF hexagon the saturation of a color is indicated by the distance of the plot from the
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center of the diagram. The closer to the center of the hexagon means there is little saturation.
When the plot moves away from the center of the plot the ink patch is more saturated. When
attempting to match the proof to the press sheet, the goal is to align the two plots as closely
as possible. The GATF color hexagon can be used to provide an objective comparison of the
proof and the press sheet.26
Visual Perception, a Subjective Approach
A visual match must exist between the proof and the press sheet to ensure the client will sign
off on the proof. In general, customers don't care whether or not the proof and press sheet
match when plotted on the GATF color hexagon they are only concerned with a visual
match. For this reason a survey has been developed to determine how experts in the graphic
arts industry would evaluate the accuracy of the calibrated digital color proofs. The survey
questions the respondents regarding type quality, overall detail, hue, saturation and contrast
when comparing the proofs to the press sheet. In addition, the respondents were requested to
determine whether or not the proof can be used as a contract proof, pre-proof, position proof
or whether it is not usable.
Conformance to SWOP Standards
Conformance to SWOP standards makes it possible to reduce problems with reproductions.
By conforming to SWOP specifications all the proofs will be produced to the same specifica
tions as the press sheet. When the proof and the press sheet are viewed under the same stan
dard conditions they should look the same.
Non-conformance to the standards will result in
a mismatch between the proof and the press sheet. This is especially important because when
the proofand press sheet don't match the customer doesn't have to accept the job. The author
will conform to SWOP standards because they are the proofing standards for the USA.
End Notes
1Miles Southworth and Donna Southworth, "Color
Proofing"
The Quality Control
Scanner, Vol. 6, No. 7, 1.
2Ibid., 3.







This section contains a selective overview of literature obtained by the author. There are sev
eral predictions regarding the future outcome of digital color proofing. The general consen
sus is that DDCP is being accepted by industry. There will be a need for human resources
with an understanding ofhow to correctly apply the new technology.
The Pre-Com Group predicts that the quality of dye sublimation and ink jet proofs will be
able to visually match the overlay laminate products27. Users feel that non-dot proofing sys
tems can be used for internal proofs only28. The Pre-Com group came to this conclusion after
performing a marketing study investigating the trends and uses for digital color proofing. The
users who feel that non-dot proofing systems will only be used for internal purposes may not
know that by applying electronic calibration techniques the available color gamut offers the
potential for making critical color judgment. The first consideration in the minds of the buy
ers when it comes to color is how accurately it will be reproduced. Buyers like to predict the
printability ofcolor as early in the process as possible. This means that the need for a less than
perfect proofwill only be usedwhen the mechanical aspects of the job are a concern. The need
for low and mid-range proofers that accurately predict color and provide a color space and
calibration technique that simulate the finished printed product will be in demand for use
during the early stages of the production process29.
Michael Sugihara discusses present and future situations regarding prepress color. When
pointing out some of the problems currently
experienced with obtaining consistent color on
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the monitor and in print he provides a potential solution. He believes that color management
software will play a role in obtaining consistent
color.30 In his article, Mr. Sugihara empha
sizes the importance of color spaces. He states that the color space of different devices must
match in order to obtain a visual match. Finally, he projects that each person will have a color
printer on their desk by the end of the decade.
Proofing will remain to be a basic need of the graphic arts industry for a long time to come;
and digital proofing, for many reasons, is destined to play an important role in fulfilling that
need.31 Some of the advantages of digital printing according to the EPS Member Special
Report No. 2 are: it can be used for remote proofing, it is much friendlier to new screening
technologies, and it is an enabler for direct-to-plate and direct-to-print technologies.
Specifications forWeb Offset Printing (SWOP) requires manufacturers of digital proofers to
submit data sheets to SWOP with information regarding their proofers. This information is
then distributed to users on request. The data sheets are intended to implement standards to
ensure the use of the proofers is consistent throughout industry. The data sheets provide infor
mation regarding control guides, system components, finishing procedures, finished proof
characteristics and a sample proof. Each manufacturer is required to supply a control guide
that contains a minimum of the primary process colors and a two color overprint. A 25%,
50% and 75% tint in 133-line screen ruling of each process color is also
required.32 The sys
tem components criteria requires the manufacturer to provide a list of components a list
containing the process
procedures and the name of the document which fully describes prod
uct processing instructions. The finishing procedures include instructions on matching gloss,
de-gloss and type. Characteristics of the finished proof include the characteristics one can
expect when the proofer has been properly operated. These characteristics include density and
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dot gain for the process colors. The last requirement of the manufacturer is to supply a sam
ple proof. Digital data sheets aid the user by providing instructions on how the proofer should
be used according to SWOP standards and by providing a list of characteristics that can be
matched when using that particular system.
Ink trapping refers to the adhesion of ink over a previously inked area. Calculations for per
cent ink trap compare how accurately the ink covers paper to how accurately that same ink
covers a previously printed ink. For example, the ink film thickness of the first down, second
down and the overprint are measured. Then the calculation is made using the Preucil equa
tion. Equations developed by Frank Preucil can be found in Appendix C. An ink trap per
centage of 75% tells us that in areas where the second down ink was printed over the first
down ink, the ink film thickness is 75% of the ink film thickness printed on the substrate.
Trapping compares the amount of ink laid down on the paper to the second ink or the
amount ofink put down on top of the first. If there is more of the first ink put down than there
is of the second ink then the overprint color will be distorted more towards the first ink. In an
ideal situation these two ink measurements will be equal giving the overprint the correct hue
and strength. When matching the proof to the press sheet, one should aim for consistency.
Hue error indicates how far away the actual printed ink color is from an ideal ink. In order
to calculate hue error the author used the formula developed by Frank Preucil ofGATF. The
formula is as follows:
% Hue Error = ( Dmed
-




Djow = lowest densitometer reading
Dmecj = medium densitometer reading
^hieh = highest densitometer
reading33
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"In the Preucil Ink Evaluation System, hue error is: the amount of the largest unwanted
absorptionof a process ink, expressed as a percentage of the wanted absorption content. Red-,
green-, and blue-filter readings are made of a given color and used to compute the hue
error."3 The hue error of the proofand the press sheet should match as closely as possible in
order to obtain a good visual match.
Grayness is the second unwanted absorption. It helps to determine how pure the overprint
colors will be. Preucil expresses grayness as the lowest of the three color overprint densities as
a percentage of the highest density. If the ink has a high grayness value then the overprints
will be less pure. Frank Preucil developed the following formula to calculate Grayness:
% Grayness = ( Dw / Dhigh ) 100
Where:
Djow = lowest densitometer reading
^hieh = highest densitometer
reading35
The 3M Rainbow utilizes a technology known as dye sublimation. Dye sublimation produces
what appears to be a continuous tone proof. The resolution of the 3M rainbow is 300 dpi.
This technology has become the technology of choice for digital photography output and
proofing prior to film
proofs.36 Dye-sublimation proofers produce rich, vibrant colors and
the proofs have the ability to look like photographs. The dye sublimation proofer uses trans
parent dyes (cyan, magenta, yellow and black) in varying intensities to produce uniformly
sized
dots.37 This produces extremely smooth tone transitions. A dye sublimation proofer is
the highest quality desktop proofer available. The vehicle for the dyes is a ribbon. With this
technology the dye turns to gas and evaporates as
the print head is warmed. The dye turns to
a solid after being diffused into the paper. A major advantage of the dye sublimation proofer
is that it can produce four color proofs quite fast. This is due to the fact that they read, rip
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and process directly from the disk. The 3M Rainbow can produce a two page QuarkXPress
document with three fonts and a 10MB graphic in 12 minutes.38 One disadvantage of dye
sublimation is that it does not produce sharp type and line. Dye sublimation also requires spe
cial paper.When comparing quality, dye sublimation is better than color copiers and low-end
ink jet. The maximum output size on the 3m rainbow is 1
1.2"
x 17.9". The cost of this mid-
range proofer is $19,500 and the cost per proof is approximately $7.00. Color management
for the 3M rainbow is EFI color.
The Tektronix Phaser 300 is a solid ink proofer. This technology is known as phase-change
ink-jet. The solid ink ColorStix are melted in a small reservoir, then squirted onto paper in
the appropriate pattern of dots to produce the desired image. The inks resolidify as soon as
they hit the paper, and the image is cold-fused by running the paper between two rollers to
improve the surface texture.39 The Tektronix has the ability to print on a wide variety of sub
strates. In contrast with a dye sublimation proofer the thermal transfer proofer will accept
many different paper sizes, grades and finishes. This will allow the proof to be made on the
same substrate as the job will be printed on. One minute is the maximum amount of time it
will take to print one letter size page on the Tektronix Phaser 300. The cost of the proofer is
$10,000 and the cost per proof is one cent per each percent of coverage40.
End Notes
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A midrange digital color proofer can be calibrated to match the printed press sheet produced
on coated #5 groundwood printed by offset web according to SWOP standards.
Product developers have responded to the demand for a low cost color proof. The result is the
printing and publishing market has been introduced to many different brands of DDCP's.
Can these midrange color proofers be used to produce contract proofs? In an attempt to find
out, this author selected two digital color proofing devices and adjusted each char
acteristics to match the SWOP printing requirements. SWOP standards have been implement
ed because they are the proofing standard for the USA. Following the calibration, the author
performed tests to evaluate how successful the experiment was. The measured color gamut of




The accuracy of the color calibration of two digital proofers using three different images was
studied. The images were pages one, two and three which were made from the GATF Digital
Test Form. A sample image of the GATF digital test form page one can be seen on the fol
lowing page. The digital color proofers were calibrated to meet SWOP standards. After the
optimal proof was obtained the author asked thirteen people to compare the proofs to the
printed press sheet. They were requested to judge the proofs according to certain criteria and
rate them by the system the author provided a copy of the survey can be found inAppendix
A. Finally, color measurements were taken and the data was examined after performing cal
culations and plotting the results on the GATF color hexagon. In an effort to prove or dis
prove the hypothesis the author performed the following study:
Proofers Studied
Two digital color proofers were selected for the purpose of this study. The first proofer tested
was the 3M Rainbow. The second proofer was the Tektonix Phaser 300. After selecting the
proofers the author contacted GATF to obtain proof data sheets. GATF was not able to sup
ply the data sheets because the
manufacturers do not provide them for midrange proofers.
Next, the manufacturers of the proofers selected were contacted and they claimed that even
though they don't provide proof data
sheets to GATF, their proofers can indeed produce
proofs that meet SWOP specifications. SWOP standards were followed because they are the




GATF Digital Test Form Page 1
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Calibrating the 3m Rainbow
The 3M Rainbow allows the user to select different targets to simulate various printing con
ditions. These conditions include but are not limited to commercial, publication, newsprint
and SWOP. After selecting the SWOP color target and making a proof, the proofwas viewed
along with the press sheet under standard viewing conditions 5000 degree Kelvin illumi
nation, light source with a light rendering index of90 or greater and neutral surround. Then,
solid ink density measurements were taken of the proof and the press sheet using a reflection
densitometer and the data was plotted on the GATF color hexagon. Because there was not an
acceptable visual match and the plot of the proof did not align with that of the press sheet,
the author found that the proof was not an acceptable match to the press sheet. Next the
Author requested 3M to provide the visual color calibrator tool.
The Visual Color Calibrator is designed to help the user calibrate the proofer to match the
desired output. "It allows users the opportunity to fine-tune the system for best possible out
put, without being a color
expert."41 When using the 3M Rainbow Visual Color Calibrator
Tool, the following process was followed:
Setting up the Color Calibration Software
First, the ink lot number was determined. Each lot of ink is tested by 3M as it is manufac
tured and default calibration numbers are assigned to each gray level (16, 64, 128, 196 and
255) for each process color (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black). This gives users a starting
point for default calibration numbers. The default calibration numbers were obtained by call
ing a toll free number. Next, the calibrator PostScript file was copied into the test folder.
Then, the SWOP default target was selected, and the Color Calibration dialog box was
opened. The Color Calibration dialog box is where the default calibration numbers were
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entered. These are the numbers specific to the ink lot being used and obtained from calling
the toll free number.
Making adjustments to gray levels and saturation
The 3M visual color calibrator tool is comprised of two items; a Calibrator PostScript file
which is used to make the Calibrator PostScript proof and a target strip. 3M describes the
Calibrator PostScript proof and the target strip as follows:
The Calibrator PostScript proof is composed of: five multi-color gray level
grids for adjusting gray balance with the target strip; a CMYK/RGB grid of
3,5,25,50, and 100 percent tints; and, a gray balance grid. The blocks with
the percenr tints and shades of gray are included as a visual reference only .
They are not meant to be used with the target strip.
The target strip consists of five three-color gray level squares. Each target strip
square corresponds to a single level adjustment: level 16, 64, 128, 196, or 255.
Single levels are sent to the Rainbow proofer to generate the desired color for
specific tonal levels. The multi-color gray levels in the PostScript file also cor
respond to these five signal levels.42
First, the PostScript file was printed using the new settings. Next, the Calibrator PostScript
proofwas taken to the viewing booth along with the target strip. Then, the target strip was
placed over the proof and the most desirable gray level was selected. Finally, the new settings
were entered and another proofwas made. The user has control over saturation and gray level.
This process was repeated until an acceptable proofwas produced.
After a desirable match was made, the author took solid ink density readings of the proof. The
results were plotted on the GATF color hexagon. The plot of the proof closely aligned with
that of the press sheet indicating that the proof matches the press sheet. A plot of the 3M
Rainbow, the Tektronix phaser 300 and the press sheet on the GATF color hexagon can be








Press Sheet page 1
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 1
Thermal Transfer dithering (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 1
Figure 2
GATF Color Hexagon #7
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Calibrating the Tektronix Phaser 300
Tektronix uses their TekColor for image processing. TekColor is software that decides on the
precise pattern of dots that will create the image on paper.43 TekColor's Dynamic Correction
technology allows users to match colors, such as commercial Matchprints, publication grade
Matchprints (SWOP), EuroScale press, and commercial press and newspaper (SNAP)
This author made a proof utilizingTekColor Dynamic Correction technology. The proofwas
viewed under standard lighting and it was an excellent visual match to the press sheet. Then
density measurements were taken and the results of calculations plotted on the GATF color
hexagon. Because the plot of the proofwas closely aligned to that of the press sheet, no fur
ther actions were necessary. Remarkably, in comparison to the dye sublimation proofer, this
solid ink proofer was much easier to operate for the purpose of obtaining a proof that meets
SWOP specifications. The solid ink proofer had an advantage in time savings and ease of use
when compared to the dye sublimation proofer. The dye sublimation took fifteen minutes to
produce page one of the GATF test form. The solid ink proofer took less than three minutes
to produce the same image.
The Tektronix Phaser 300 can produce proofs that represent FM screening and the dithering
process. Because the author was interested in finding out which would be more acceptable to
industry experts, calibrated samples ofboth technologies were made and shown to the judges.
Objective Proof Evaluation
Before the judges evaluated the samples, solid ink densities were read on the color proofs with
the X-rite 418 reflection densitometer. Because different densitometers have the potential to
read the same number differently, care was taken to make sure that the same densitometer was
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used to record all readings during one session. This also ensured that the all readings were
taken using the same calibration techniques. All density readings taken were density minus
paper.The densitometerwas zeroed to the substrate for all proofs.After all density readings were
taken, calculations made, and the graphs were plotted the graphs were analyzed to determine
whether the plots closely aligned. Figures four through twelve visually demonstrate the close
alignment of the plots. These figures can be found on pages thirty-four through forty-three.
Subjective ProofEvaluation
The next step was to get a subjective opinion about the proofs from industry experts. A total
of thirteen judges were selected. The pool of judges were selected from The RIT School of
PrintingManagement and Sciences and from the graphic arts industry. All experts selected to
participate in the survey had color experience in the graphic arts industry. A variety of occu
pations were selected in an effort to represent as many segments of the GraphicArts Industry
as possible. A profile of the judges is as follows: three from the RIT School of Printing
Management and Sciences, four prepress managers, two print buyers, two color specialists,
one printing supervisor, and one graphic arts design manager.
First, the judges were requested to compare color accuracy while viewing both the proof and
the print side-by-side to subjectively determine into which of the following categories the
proof should be placed. This hierarchy assumes the contract proof is the most accurate.
Categories for rating usefulness ofDDCP's:





After the judges selected a category for color accuracy, they were asked to rate type quality of
the proof compared to the press sheet, overall detail of color images, hue, saturation and con
trast. The respondents were given four choices to choose from excellent, fair, good or poor.
In addition, they were encouraged to make comments regarding their choice.
Whenever possible all proofs and press sheets were viewed according to standard viewing spec
ifications. In an ideal situation, in order for the viewer to determine whether or not there are
visual color differences the proof and printed press sheets should be viewed at 5,000 Kelvin
illumination. The light source would have a rendering index of 90 or greater. The viewing
would also take place in a neutral surround. Because the author had to meet the respondents
at their place of employment, it was not always possible to have them view the proofs and
press sheets under standard conditions. Of the thirteen surveyed, three did not have a view
ing booth. Two of these people were print buyers for their employers, and the third was a print
shop supervisor. It was disturbing to discover that a few of the respondents whom make daily
decisions are doing so by viewing samples under standard office lighting.
Identifying Proofsfor Purpose ofSurvey
In order to avoid bias, the respondents were not informed as to which device produced each
of the proofs until after the survey was completed. For this reason the names of the proofers
were not used in the survey or written on the front of the proofs. Instead, the proofs were
referenced to as Al, Bl, CI, A2, B2 C3. Following is a key to identify which proof was
printed on each device.
Al 3M Rainbow, Page 1
A2 3M Rainbow, Page 2
A3 3M Rainbow, Page 3
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Bl Tektronix Phaser 300 dithering, Page 1
B2 Tektronix Phaser 300 dithering, Page 2
B3 Tektronix Phaser 300 dithering, Page 3
CI Tektronix Phaser 300 halftone Page 1
C2 Tektronix Phaser 300 halftone Page 2
C3 Tektronix Phaser 300 halftone Page 3
A sample of the GATF digital test form page two can be found on the following page. Pages
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Figure 3
GATF Digital Test Form Page 2
Equipment Used
The following is a list of equipment and software used for the purpose of this study.
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Equipment
Power Macintosh Computer 7100/66
3M Rainbow Digital Proofer
Tektronix Phaser 300
X-Rite 418 reflection densitometer
Substrate
Hewlett Packard Laser Jet 4 Plus
Digital Storage Media





Microsoft Excel Version 5-0
End Notes










Both objective and subjective tests were performed in an effort to prove or disprove the
hypothesis. Objective testing included comparing the proof and the press sheet after making
solid ink density measurements with a reflection densitometer, plotting the results on the
GATF color hexagon and analyzing the results. In addition, the solid ink densities and the
percent hue error of the proofs were compared to that of the press sheets. Personal interviews
were conducted with graphic arts professionals to determine how they rated the digital proofs
when compared to the printed press sheet.
Results ofObjective Testing
GATF Color Hexagon
The first test was to plot the solid ink densities on the Color Hexagon. On each GATF color
hexagon one page of the press sheet was plotted with one page of either the dye sublimation
proof or the thermal transfer proof. A GATF color hexagon comparing the plot of page one
on the press sheet to each proof is included with this analysis. The hexagons comparing pages
two and three can be found on pages thirty-four through forty-three.
3m Rainbow
A plot comparing the press sheet page one to the
dye sublimation proof page one (Figure 4)
can be seen on the following page. When comparing the color gamut of the dye sublimation
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proof to the press sheet, one can see that the color gamut of the press sheet is slightly larger
than that of the proof in all areas except for the blue portion of the GATF color hexagon
where the dye sublimation proof has a larger gamut. The color gamut ofpages rwo and three
(Figures 5 and 6) are similar to page one except that on page two the color gamut of the proof
is slightly larger in both the blue and green portion of the hexagon. In the cyan and blue area
there is a slight difference in hue on pages one and three. A comparison of hue on page rwo
shows a slight hue difference of cyan, blue and green. The plots are closely aligned on all three
pages indicating the dye sublimation proofs closely match the press sheet.
Tektronix Phaser 300 dithering
A comparison of color gamut between the thermal transfer dithering plot (Figures 7 and 9)
and the press sheet demonstrates that the press sheet has a larger color gamut except for in the
green portion of the plot where the proof has a larger color gamut. Page two (Figure 8) is
similar to page one (Figure 7) except the color gamut of the proof is larger in the red and green
portion of the plot than it is on the press sheet. On all three pages, the hue of green on the
press sheet has slightly more cyan than the proof. The only other noticeable difference of all
three pages can be found on page three. On this page the red on the proof has more yellow
than the red on the press sheet. On all three pages the plot of the proof is closely aligned to
that of the press sheet. A GATF color hexagon comparing the thermal transfer dithering plot
to the press sheet can be found in Figures 7 through 9.
Tektronix Phaser 300 FM Screening
On the GATF color hexagon the color gamut of the press sheet is larger than the thermal
transfer FM screening proof in all areas except for the green portion of the plot. On the green









Press Sheet page 1
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 1
Figure 4









Press Sheet page 2
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 2
Figure 5









Press Sheet page 3
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 3
Figure 6








Press Sheet page 1
Thermal Transfer dithering (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 1
Figure 7









Press Sheet page 2
Thermal Transfer dithering (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 2
Figure 8









Press Sheet page 3
Thermal Transfer dithering (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 3
Figure 9









Press Sheet page 1
Thermal Transfer FM Screening (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 1
Figure 10









Press Sheet page 2
Thermal Transfer FM Screening (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 2
Figure 1 1









Press Sheet page 3
Thermal Transfer FM Screening (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 3
Figure 12
GATF Color Hexagon #9
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sheet on all three pages (Figures 10 through 12). The cyan, yellow, red and blue hues of the
proofs closely match the hues of the press sheet on all three pages. The green portion of the
plots show the press sheet has more cyan than the proof. On the magenta portion of the plot
the proof appears more yellow than the press sheet. The plots of the thermal transfer FM
screening proofs are all closely aligned with those of the press sheet indicating there is a
match. The GATF color hexagon comparing the thermal transfer FM screening proof to the
press sheet can be found in Figures 10 through 12.
Analysis ofResults ofGATFHexagon Testing
The plots on the GATF color hexagon indicate that the press sheet had a slightly larger color
gamut than the proofs. The results of the graphical plots show that hues were closely matched
and the plots of the proofs were all closely aligned to the plot of the press sheet. In general,
the thermal transfer proofs have a slightly larger color gamut in the green area and the dye
sublimation proofs have a slightly larger color gamut in the blue area of the plot when com
pared to the press sheet. In each case there wasn't a significant difference because the graphs
were closely aligned and these differences are not apparent to the naked eye. Sample graphs
demonstrating plots of the press sheet, the 3M Rainbow, and the Tektronix proofs on one
graph (Figures 20 through 22) can be found on pages 101 through 103.
Solid Ink Density Readings
The second test was to compare the solid ink densities of the proofs to the solid ink densities
of the press sheet. Solid ink density is important because it has an impact on the image. Too
much ink causes the size of the dot to increase and as a result there is a loss of shadow detail.
Too little ink causes a loss of image contrast and the colors appear washed out. The solid ink
densities of individual colors are related to hues of the overprint colors. On press, the opera
tor can match the hues of the proof to the press sheet by controlling solid ink densities.
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SWOP standards allow for a slight deviation of solid ink densities. The following is the range
of acceptable solid ink densities according to SWOP:





As mentioned earlier, care was taken to make sure that the same densitometer was used to
record all readings during one session. This also ensured that the all readings were taken using
the same calibration techniques. All density readings taken were density minus paper. The
densitometer was zeroed to the substrate for all proofs. The initial capture ofdata and the cal
culations performed to obtain % hue error (Tables 7 through 18) can be found on pages
eighty-eight through ninety-nine.
3m Rainbow
The solid ink density readings taken from the dye sublimation proofare compared to the solid
ink density readings of the press sheet on Table 1 :
Table 1
Comparison of Solid Ink Density
Page Cyan Magenta Yellow Black Red Green Blue
Press Sheet 1 1.2 1.35 0.96 1.27 0.2 0.4 0.68
Dye Sublimation 1 1.1 1.19 0.88 1.45 0.23 0.44 0.65
Press Sheet 2 1.19 1.36 0.98 1.26 0.21 0.4 0.67
Dye Sublimation 2 1.05 1.18 0.88 1.41 0.22 0.43 0.64
Press Sheet 3 1.2 1.34 0.95 1.26 0.21 0.41 0.69
Dye Sublimation 3 1.07 1.19 0.89 1.42 0.23 0.44 0.65
Table 1 indicates thatwith the exception ofblack, on all three pages the solid ink density read
ings of the press sheet are equal to or slightly higher than the densities of the dye sublimation
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proofs. The black printer on the press sheet is not within SWOP standards, while the black
on the proof is. The 3M Rainbow has a proofer density compensation adjustment that allows
the user to add to or subtract from the density of the proof. The range of this adjust ment is
from -20 to +20. When the proofer was calibrated for this thesis project, the maximum den
sity setting (+20) was used. The density readings taken from the dye sublimation proofare the
highest obtainable on the 3M Rainbow. Although the press sheet in some cases has higher
solid ink density readings, the difference is very small. These differences are within SWOP
standards as previously mentioned and they should not result in a visible difference between
the proof and the press sheet.
Tektronix Phaser 300 dithering
TheTektronix Phaser 300 does not give the user control over the amount ofsaturation.When
making a SWOP proof the user simply selects
"SWOP"
from the TekColor Dynamic
Correction menu. This simple task provided a proof with solid ink densities that were with
in SWOP standards. As can be seen on Table 2, a similar situation exists with the thermal
transfer dithering proof as with the dye sublimation proof. In general, the solid ink density
readings on the press sheet are equal to or slightly higher than those on thermal transfer
dithering proofs. As with the dye sublimation proof, black on the thermal transfer dithering
proof has a higher solid ink density reading than the press sheet.The black on the thermal
transfer proof is within SWOP standards while the black on the press sheet is below the lower
limit. Once again, other than the black printer these differences are very small and should
not result in a visible difference.
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Table 2
Comparison ofSolid Ink Density
Page Cyan Magenta Yellow Black Red Green Blue
Press Sheet 1 1.2 1.35 0.96 1.27 0.2 0.4 0.68
Thermal Transfer
Dithering 1 1.17 1.38 0.88 1.55 0.23 0.38 0.75
Press Sheet 2 1.19 1.36 0.98 1.26 0.21 0.4 0.67
Thermal Transfer
Dithering 2 1.19 1.35 0.88 1.53 0.23 0.38 0.75
Press Sheet 3 1.2 1.34 0.95 1.26 0.21 0.41 0.69
Thermal Transfer
Dithering 3 1.2 1.38 0.87 1.5 0.23 0.38 0.75
Tektronix Phaser 300 FM Screening
A comparison of the thermal transfer FM screening proof to the press sheet (Table 3) shows
that the solid ink densities are similar with the exception of the black printer. The densities of
the thermal transfer FM screening proofs are within SWOP standards.
Table 3
Comparison ofSolid Ink Density
Page Cyan Magenta Yellow Black Red Green Blue
Press Sheet 1 1.2 1.35 0.96 1.27 0.2 0.4 0.68
Thermal Transfer
FM Screening 1 1.23 1.36 0.87 1.54 0.24 0.42 0.77
Press Sheet 2 1.19 1.36 0.98 1.26 0.21 0.4 0.67
Thermal Transfer
FM Screening 2 1.23 1.38 0.87 1.53 0.24 0.42 0.77
Press Sheet 3 1.2 1.34 0.95 1.26 0.21 0.41 0.69
Thermal Transfer
FM Screening 3 1.23 1.38 0.87 1.56 0.24 0.42 0.77
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Analysis ofResults ofSolid Ink Density Readings
The solid ink density readings on the all the proofs are within SWOP standards. The press
sheet meets SWOP solid ink density standards with the exception of the black printer where
the density is below the acceptable lower limit. The results of the solid ink density measure
ments show that with respect to solid ink density, both direct digital color proofers were cal
ibrated to meet SWOP standards.
Percent Hue Error Calculations
3m Rainbow
Table 4 shows the most significant hue differences occur between the press sheet and the dye
sublimation proofs when comparing blue and cyan. The other colors have similar hue. This
data is in agreement with the GATF color hexagon.
Table 4
Comparison of % Hue Error
Page Cyan Magenta Yellow Red Green Blue
Press Sheet 1 17.31 40.71 5.26 96.43 66.67 66.18
Dye Sublimation 1 25.53 45 4.65 89.32 62.86 98.46
Press Sheet 2 17.31 41.56 3.13 100 63.89 66.18
Dye Sublimation 2 25.56 45.54 4.65 89.42 62.5 95.38
Press Sheet 3 17.14 41.96 4.26 100 62.86 67.65
Dye Sublimation 3 27.17 44.55 4.65 90.2 64..71 96.88
Tektronix Phaser 300 dithering
Table 5 compares the % hue error of the thermal transfer dithering proof to the hues of the
press sheet. The results support the findings from the GATF color hexagon plot.
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From the results on table 5, there is a noticeable difference in the green hues between the
proof and the press sheet. The remaining hues are closely related.
Table 5
Comparison of % Hue Error
Page Cyan Magenta Yellow Red Green Blue
Press Sheet 1 17.31 40.71 5.26 96.43 66.67 66.18
Thermal Transfer
Dithering 1 16.8 41.46 4.31 99.17 81.74 65.13
Press Sheet 2 17.31 41.56 3.13 100 63.89 66.18
Thermal Transfer
Dithering 2 16.9 41.29 4.28 100.18 80.56 65.65
Press Sheet 3 17.14 41.96 4.26 100 62.86 67.65
Thermal Transfer
Dithering 3 17.28 41.29 4.45 99.63 80.79 65.8
Tektronix Phaser 300 FM Screening
Table 6 compares the hue of the press sheet to the hue of the thermal transfer FM screening
proofs. As was seen on the GATF color hexagon all hues are close with the exception of the
magenta and green where there is a slight difference between the proofs and the press sheet.
Table 6
comparison of % Hue Error
Page Cyan Magenta Yellow Red Green Blue
Press Sheet 1 17.31 40.71 5.26 96.43 66.67 66.18
Thermal Transfer
FM Screening 1 17.46 51.4 4.4 98.47 71.54 68.87
Press Sheet 2 17.31 41.56 3.13 100 63.89 66.18
Thermal Transfer
FM Screening 2 17.4 50.51 4.31 98.82 71.35 69.94
Press Sheet 3 17.14 41.96 4.26 100 62.86 67.65
Thermal Transfer
FM Screening 3 17.55 51.33 4.52 98.82 71.67 68.3
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Analysis ofResults ofHue Error Calculations
The hue error calculations support the results found from the plots on the GATF color hexa
gon. Most of the hues on the proofs match the hues on the press sheet. There is a difference
in hue on the dye sublimation proof in the blue and cyan area. The hue difference on the ther
mal transfer dithering proof occurs in the green area and on the FM screening proof slight
hue differences are detected in magenta and green.
Analysis ofResults ofObjective Testing
The results of objective testing show that the color gamut of the press sheet is slightly larger
than the color gamuts of all the proofs. On the GATF color hexagon the hues closely match
with some slight differences, this observation is supported by the results of the percent hue
error calculations. The plots of the proofs on the GATF color hexagon are closely aligned with
the plot of the press sheet. The solid ink densities ofboth the dye sublimation proofs and the
thermal transfer proofs are within SWOP standards.
Results of Subjective Testing
The following is an analysis of the subjective test. Thirteen industry experts were asked to par
ticipate in the survey. All experts selected to participate in the survey had color experience in
the graphic arts industry. A profile of the judges is as follows: three from the RIT School of
PrintingManagement and Sciences, four prepress managers, two print buyers, two color spe
cialists, one printing supervisor, and one graphic
arts design manager.
Survey Question #1
































































A large percentage (eight out of thirteen) of respondents agree that the dye sublimation proof
can be used for contract purposes. What the final product is the deciding factor in using the
dye sublimation proof as a contract proof. For example, several respondents commented that
a dye sublimation proofwould not be acceptable for a high quality magazine or annual report
and especially where type
is an important element. The thermal transfer proofs were not
accepted for contract purposes. Respondents felt that at best the thermal transfer proofs could
be used for was pre proofs or position proofs.
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Survey Question #2



























The inability to produce high quality type is a known drawback of digital proofers. A major
ity of the respondents rated the type quality as low on both the dye sublimation and the ther
mal transfer proofs. The thermal transfer FM screening proof rated the lowest ofall the proofs
regarding type quality. Three people felt the type qualitywas fairwhile ten felt the FM screen
ing type quality was poor. Some respondents feel that as they become more adept to reading
digital proofs, they will become more tolerant of the poor type quality. It is possible that with

























































Regarding the dye sublimation proofs, most respondents agree that
the overall detail is fair.
Nine of the thirteen respondents commented that the detail quality of the dye sublimation
proofwould be acceptable for contract purposes. Five respondents agreed that the detail qual
ity of the thermal transfer dithering proof is
sufficient for contract proofs. The thermal trans
fer FM screening proofs was rejected for
contract purposes regarding overall detail. Two
respondents commented that they would like to see
a little more detail in the shadow areas
on both dye sublimation and solid ink proofs.
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Survey Question #4




























Both the dye sublimation proofer and the thermal transfer proofer have the ability to be accu
rately calibrated to match the press sheet in regards to reproduction of hue. All thirteen
respondents felt that hue reproduction on the dye sublimation and the thermal transfer
dithering proof was acceptable for contract purposes. One person rated the FM screening
thermal transfer proof as fair and commented that the hues were not acceptable for contract
purposes. The remaining twelve respondents agreed that the hues on the FM screening proof
were sufficient for contract purposes.
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Survey Question #5






















Regarding the dye sublimation proofs, nine of thirteen respondents rated saturation as excel
lent. The remaining four rated the saturation as fair. All respondents felt the saturation on rhe
dye sublimation proofwas acceptable for contract proofs. Similar results were found with the
thermal transfer proofs. The respondents all agree the thermal transfer dithering proof can be
utilized as a contract proofwith regards to saturation. Only one respondent felt the saturation
of the thermal transfer FM screening proofwas not acceptable. Both proofers have the abili
ty to produce a desirable saturation that matches the press sheet.
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Survey Question #6

















































Four of the respondents rated contrast as excellent on the dye sublimation proof while the
majority (seven) of the respondents rated it as fair. Nine of thirteen felt the contrast on the
dye sublimation proofwas acceptable for contract purposes. Contrast was not rated as well on
the thermal transfer dithering proof. Although nine of thirteen respondents felt that it was
acceptable for contract proofs. Contrast was difficult to obtain on the thermal transfer FM
screening proof. On the FM screening proofs, nine of the
respondents rated contrast as good,
two as fair and one as poor. The respondents rejected the FM screening thermal transfer proof
as a contract proof in regards to contrast. Two of the respondents commented that the texture
of the thermal transfer proofs was a distraction in rating detail.
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Analysis ofResults ofSubjective Testing
It was determined that the dye sublimation proof can be used as a contract proof for jobs
other than annual reports, high quality magazines and where type is a critical element. The
dye sublimation proof was rejected as a contract proof for high quality jobs. The thermal
transfer proofwas not accepted as a contract proof for any purpose. But the respondents felt
that the thermal transfer could be used for a position or pre proof. The respondents rating the
dye sublimation as a contract proofstated that they had considerable experienceworkingwith
digital proofs. One of the respondents rated the dye sublimation proof as low. This respon
dent was a print buyer, she commented that she absolutely would not accept anything except
a Match Print. Type quality on the dye sublimation proof rated only slightly higher than the
thermal transfer proofs. The type of final product being produced will determine whether the
dye sublimation proof can be used for contract purposes. For example, five respondents com
mented that the dye sublimation proofwould not be acceptable for a high quality magazine
or annual report and especially where type is an important element. Detail and contrast were
rated as acceptable while hue and saturation rated high. The consensus for the dye sublima
tion proofwas that it matched the press sheet and that it could be used as a contract proof.
The thermal transfer dithering proof rated higher than the FM screening proof. Although nei
ther were accepted for contract purposes. Four of the respondents commented that the tex
ture and feel of the proof was a distraction when rating detail and contrast. In general the
dithering proofwas rated higher than the FM screening proof. The respondents commented
that the dithering proof was visually more pleasing and that transitions were more smooth
than on the FM screening proof. Saturation
and hue on the thermal transfer proofs, both
dithering and FM screeningwere rated almost as well as the dye sublimation proof. For exam
ple, seven respondents rated the dye sublimation hue as excellent and six respondents rated
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the thermal transfer hues as excellent. Nine respondents rated saturation of the dye sublima
tion proofas excellent and eight respondents rated the thermal proofs saturation as excellent.
The pre press managers all agreed that in time, customers will learn to
"read"
digital proofs.
They feel that the cost savings will motivate their customers to accept a digital proof. Both
print buyers interviewed were surprised at the cost savings a digital proofhas to offer but only
one of the two would be willing to make the switch. The buyer notwilling to make the switch
was not willing to do so due to the poor type quality. The inability ofboth digital proofers to
produce high quality type is a drawback of digital proofers. Six of thirteen rated the dye sub
limation proofer type quality as poor, nine respondents rated the thermal transfer dithering as
poor, and ten of thirteen rated the FM screening type quality as poor.
Comparison ofobjective and subjective results
The objective results agree with the subjective results in regards to the dye sublimation proofs.
The hue and saturation were acceptable for use as contract proofs by the survey respondents.
The GATF color hexagon supports the survey results since the plots are closely aligned indi
cating a good match berween the press sheet and the dye sublimation proof. The solid ink
density readings are within SWOP specifications and the color gamut of the proofs are simi
lar to the color gamuts of the press sheet. This accounts for the survey respondents high rat
ings on reproduction of hue and saturation on the proof. Although the type quality of the
proofwas not perceived as excellent by twelve of the thirteen respondents, they still felt that
the attributes (hue, saturation, contrast and overall detail quality) allow it to be used as a con
tract proof.
The thermal transfer dithering proofwas rejected by the respondents as a contract proof. The
texture and feel of the proofwas not desirable to four of the thirteen respondents. The ther-
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mal transfer dithering proof rated high on hue and saturation by the respondents. This was
supported by the results demonstrated from the analysis of the GATF color hexagon, solid ink
density readings and percent hue calculations. The GATF color hexagon shows a close align
ment between the thermal transfer dithering proof and the press sheet. The solid ink density
measurements of the proofwere within SWOP standards. Nine of thirteen respondents rated
type quality as poor, while two rated it as good and two as fair.
The thermal transfer FM screening proof did not rate as well as the dye sublimation or the
thermal transfer dithering proof. Itwas rejected by the respondents for use as a contract proof.
High ratings by the respondents were given for hue and saturation. The results of the objec
tive testing supports these results since the solid ink densities are within SWOP standard and
the plots on the GATF color hexagon are closely aligned. In addition, the hue calculations did
not show significant differences between the proof and the press sheet. The FM screening
proof rated low in regards to contrast, overall detail and type quality. For these reasons the
thermal transfer FM screening proofwas rejected as a contract proof by the respondents.
Hypothesis
A review of the hypothesis is as follows.
A midrange digital color proofer can be calibrated to match the printed press sheet produced
on coated #5 groundwood printed web according to SWOP standards.
The objective analysis for the dye sublimation proof shows close alignment ofplots, and sim
ilar color gamuts and hues. This indicates a good match between the proofand the press sheet.
Solid ink density measurements indicate the proof is within SWOP standards in regards to
ink density. Percent hue calculations support the conclusions drawn from the GATF color
hexagon. The objective study for the dye sublimation proof accepts the hypothesis.
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The objective study for both the thermal transfer dithering and FM screening proofs demon
strates close alignment ofplots on the GATF color hexagon, similar percent hue and solid ink
densities within SWOP standards. The objective study for the thermal transfer proofs accepts
the hypothesis.
The results from the subjective study for the dye sublimation proof shows that eight of thir
teen respondents accept the dye sublimation proof as a contract proof. They felt that overall
detail quality, hue, saturation and contrast met their expectations for use as a contract proof.
The subjective analysis for the dye sublimation proof accepts the hypothesis.
None of the thirteen respondents felt that the thermal transfer proofs could be used for con
tract purposes. The subjective analysis for the thermal transfer dithering and FM screening
proofs rejects the hypothesis.
Chapter Seven
Summary and Conclusions
Direct digital color proofs provide the ability to offer a low cost alternative to the traditional
analog proof. In addition to the low cost midrange DDCP's have the ability to meet ever
increasing time constraints. The DDCP can be produced in a fraction of the time it takes to
make a traditional analog proof. It takes anywhere between twenty to thirty minutes to pro
duce an analog proof, a digital proof takes only ten to twenty minutes. The test for this the
sis was to determine whether or not a direct digital color proofer has the ability to meet
SWOP specifications. The GATF color hexagon and the survey were valuable tools used in
analyzing midrange direct digital color proofers.
Summary
This thesis project investigated how well a midrange direct digital color proofer could meet
SWOP specifications. The 3M Rainbow and the Tektronix Phaser 300 were calibrated as best
as possible to meet SWOP specifications. Then a test was performed to determine how well
the proofs could match a press sheet that was printed to SWOP specifications. After careful
ly conducting subjective and objective tests the author has come to the following conclusions.
Conclusions
Following is a list of conclusions derived from this study:




2. The GATF color hexagon revealed that it is possible to closely match the plot of the digi
tal proof to that of the press sheet. The survey questions regarding hue and saturation sup
port the results of the GATF color hexagon.
3. The thermal transfer proofwas rejected as a contract proofby the survey respondents. The
thermal transfer proofwas not pleasing to the respondents due to texture.
4. The survey revealed that the appropriateness of a DDCP depends on the quality of the
final product.
-> The author found that in some cases a dye sublimation DDCP can be used as a contract
proof. Even though the majority of users are willing to use DDCP for contract purposes,
there is a lack of acceptance of these proofs by 100% of the population in the graphic arts
industry.
6- When comparing the dye sublimation proof to the thermal transfer proof they were rela
tively similar in hue and saturation and they were closely aligned on the GATF color hexa
gon. The survey revealed that the dye sublimation proof was preferred over the thermal
transfer proof for use as a contract proof.
The author feel that users will become more comfortable with digital proofs as they learn to
read a digital proof, just as they have learned to read an analog
proof.
Recommendations for Further Study
Just recently there has been a lot ofhype regarding the availability ofhigh speed color copiers
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being made available to businesses at a cost that will be hard to pass up. These high speed
copiers range in price from $23,000 to $70,000. It would be interesting to see where these
color copiers fit into the graphic arts industry. More importantly, it would be good to deter
mine what type of impact these copiers will have on the traditional publishing markets. Now
that publishing has been brought to the desktop, what percentage of printing will be kept in
house and how will this impact the income of the printer?
This study was based on midrange digital proofers. Low end printers are now producing bet
ter quality than they were just a year ago. Can some of these less expensive printers be cali
brated to meet SWOP specifications?Where do they fit into the prepress arena?
A comparison study could be performed to determine how accurately the 3M Rainbow proof
matches the 3MMatch Print. Some customers prefer aMatch Print over a DDCP. After view
ing the two side by side, would they be willing to accept the DDCP at a cost savings?
Repeatability is an important aspect of proofing. A study is recommended to determine
whether or not each midrange digital proofer can produce consistent proofs once calibrated
to SWOP specifications. This limited study showed there was color consistencywith the dig
ital color proofers tested.
The use of anti-aliasing techniques has the ability to
improve type quality. Can these tech
niques be applied to midrange direct digital color proofers? How effective is the use of anti
aliasing techniques? Would the acceptance
ofmidrange direct digital color proofers increase
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The questions in this section pertain to sampleAl only
1. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled Al.?
Q The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
_l The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
2. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample Al?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
3. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample Al?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments^___
4. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction of hue?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
.
5. When comparing the sample to the press sheet,
how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good Q Poor
Comments__
6. When comparing the sample to the press sheet,
how would you rate contrast of the image?






The questions in this section pertain to sampleA2 only
7. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled A2?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
_l The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
? The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
8. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample A2?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
9. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample A2?
Q Excellent Q Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
10. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you
rate reproduction ofhue?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
1 1 . When comparing the sample to the press sheet,
how would you rate saturation of the image?
Q Excellent Q Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments^
12. When comparing the sample to the
press sheet, how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample A3 only
13. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled A3?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
? The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
14. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample A3?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
15. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample A3?
? Excellent Q Fair Q Good ? Poor
Comments
16. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good Q Poor
Comments
17. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent G Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
18. When comparing the sample to the press sheet,
how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample Bl only
19. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled Bl?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
Q The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
? The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
20. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample Bl?
Q Excellent ? Fair ? Good Q Poor
Comments
21. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample Bl?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good Q Poor
Comments
22. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good Q Poor
Comments
23. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
24. When comparing the sample to the press sheet,
how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample B2 only
25. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled B2?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
Q The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
Q The sample is not usable as a colot proof.
Comments
26. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample B2?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
27. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample B2?
? Excellent ? Fair Q Good Q Poor
Comments
28. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
Q Excellent ? Fair Q Good ? Poor
Comments
29. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent Q Fait Q Good Q Poor
Comments,
30. When comparing the sample to the press sheet,
how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample B3 only
31. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled B3?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
Q The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
Q The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
? The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
32. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample B3?
Q Excellent Q Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
33. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample B3?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
34. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
? Excellent Q Fair ? Good Q Poor
Comments
35. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
36. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample Cl only
37. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled Cl?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
Ll The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
Q The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
38. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample Cl?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
39. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample Cl?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
40. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
41. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
42. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample C2 only
43. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled C2?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
? The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
44. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample C2?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
45. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample C2?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
46. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
47.When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
48. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate contrast of the image?





The questions in this section pertain to sample C3 only
49. Which category do you feel best describes the sample labeled C3?
? The sample can be used as a Contract Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Pre-Proof.
? The sample can be used as a Position Proof.
? The sample is not usable as a color proof.
Comments
50. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate the Type quality on sample C3?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
51 . When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate overall detail of sample C3?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
52. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate reproduction ofhue ?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
53. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you rate saturation of the image?
? Excellent ? Fair ? Good ? Poor
Comments
54. When comparing the sample to the press sheet, how would you
rate contrast of the image?
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Equations Developed by Frank Preucil of GATF
% Ink Trapping = (( DQp
- Dj)/ D2 ) 100
Where:
Di = Density reading of the First ink layer down
D2 = Density reading of the Second ink layer down
Dop
= Density reading of the two color overlap.
% Hue Error = ( Dmed
-




Djow = lowest densitometer reading
^med = medium densitometer reading
Du-
l = highest densitometer reading
% Grayness = ( D.QW / Dhigh ) 100
Where:
Djow = lowest densitometer reading
Dl :i1
= highest densitometer reading
% Efficiency = (
1- ( Dlow + Dmed ) / 2Dhigh )) 100
Where:
D[ow = lowest densitometer reading
Dme_ = medium densitometer reading
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Press Sheet page 1
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 1
Thermal Transfer dithering (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 1
Figure 20









Press Sheet page 2
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 2
Thermal Transfer dithering (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 2
Figure 21





















Press Sheet page 3
Dye Sublimation (3M Rainbow) page 3
Thermal Transfer FM Screening (Tektronix Phaser 300) page 3
Figure 22
GATF Color Hexagon #10
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